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ABSTRACT: In the field of Genetics, thousands of gene expression levels are measured simultaneously, using Microarray
Technology. In this technology, Gene Clustering approach is used to discover the similarity of biological function within the
genes. In this approach, many clustering algorithms are used. In this paper a new algorithm - Spectral MEQPSO for
clustering gene datasets is proposed, based on MEQPSO and Automatic clustering algorithms. MEQPSO algorithm is a
promising method in gene clustering, which provide an ability of stronger global convergence towards an optimal solution.
By using Spectral algorithm, cluster number can be selected automatically during the cluster process, which reduces the
overall time taken to cluster the genes.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Much research was done to generate a large amount of
gene datasets, so, the clustering can be applied in
molecular biology for analyzing gene expression data[1].
Using clustering algorithms, different clusters of similar
expression patterns of gene dataset are assigned according
to a dissimilarity measure between any two genes. The
ultimate goal of the clustering process is to identify the
genes with the same functions or the same regulatory
mechanisms.
In clustering technology, Hierarchical[2] and K-means
approaches[3] are used in the earlier process. The
fundamental strategy of these clustering approaches is to
imitate the evolution process of nature and evolve the
solutions of clustering from one generation to the next.
Then Genetic K-means algorithm[4] was used in the
clustering process, which combine the robust nature of the
genetic algorithm and the high performance of the Kmeans algorithm.
In the year 1995, a population-based random search
technique, known as Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO)[5] has been applied to data clustering. It is easier
to implement than the earlier approaches, since it do not
undergo any complex operations such as selection,
crossing and mutation. A new variant of PSO, called
Quantum-behaved
Particle
Swarm
Optimization
(QPSO)[6 - 8], has been proposed to improve the global
search ability of the original PSO. The iterative equation
of QPSO is different from that of PSO. It was proved that
this iterative equation, leads QPSO to be a global
convergent than PSO, since it need no velocity vectors for
particles and has only fewer parameters to adjust. The
main drawback of this algorithm is, it leads to premature
convergence, since the particle is guided by both global
best and personal best positions.
To overcome this drawback, a new version of QPSO
algorithm was introduced, known as Multi-Elitist
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Quantum behaved Particle Swarm Optimization
(MEQPSO)[9]. In MEQPSO algorithm, the particle’s
search is influenced by the position, which may lie in a
promising search region than that of global position. So
the particles have much chance to search this region to
find out the global optimal solution. As a result,
MEQPSO have better overall performance than the
original QPSO. The main disadvantage of this algorithm
is, it cannot select the cluster number automatically
during the clustering process. So, this algorithm is
combined with one of the prominent automatic clustering
algorithm called Spectral Clustering algorithm. By
combining MEQPSO with Spectral Clustering algorithm,
it provides better overall convergence to the best solution
by automatically selecting the cluster number during the
clustering process.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
explains about the Spectral clustering and MEQPSO
algorithms. Section III provides details on how the
clustering process is done automatically using the
proposed Spectral MEQPSO Algorithm. Finally, the
paper is concluded in Section IV.
II.

DESCRIPTION OF ALGORITHMS

A. Spectral Clustering Algorithm
Many algorithms are available for automatically
clustering the given datasets. In this paper, one of such
automatic clustering algorithm called Spectral Clustering
Algorithm is used. This algorithm is used for selecting
the cluster number automatically during the clustering
process. To do so, the cluster number should be
automatically generated or selected according to the
number of genes in the given data set. After selecting the
cluster number which is to be processed, the genes in the
data set then undergo matching and grouping process.
A spectral clustering algorithm is a way of grouping N
number of genes (taken to be d-dimensional vectors) into
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a predefined number of clusters, K. The starting point is to
construct an affinity matrix A from the data, which is an N
X N matrix encoding the distances between the various
points. The affinity matrix is then normalized to form a

{Initialize the particles, the pbest, the best
positions and the growth rate β of each particle
to zero;}

matrix
by conjugating with the diagonal matrix
which has the square root values of the sum of the rows
in A. This value is taken into account for the spreading of
different clusters in the given gene datasets. The
algorithm[10] steps are given below:

For t = 1 : MAX_ITER
Calculate the mean best position

Step 1 : Given a data set consisting of N d-dimensional
vectors which is to be partitioned into K clusters, and
construct the affinity matrix.
Step 2 : Compute the first K eigenvectors of L (the ones
with the largest eigenvalues), assemble them in an N X K
matrix ^ Y and construct an another matrix named Y by
normalizing the rows of ^Y.
Step 3 : Perform K-means on the matrix called Y (each
row is treated to be a data vector).
B. MEQPSO Algorithm
In the MEQPSO algorithm, by using a parameter β called
the growth rate is calculated to find the degree of
evolution for each particle. The value of β is increased
when the fitness value of the particle of the tth iteration is
better than that of (t-1)th iteration of the same particle.
In this algorithm, two best positions are used. They are
pbest and gbest. The pbest (personal best) is the value of
each particle which track its coordinates within the
problem space that are associated with the best solution
(fitness) which it has achieved so far. And, best is the
global best value of particle, which takes all the
populations which are present in the problem space as its
topological neighbors.
On each iteration, the best position of every particle is
updated. The pbest position which has a better fitness
value, than that of gbest position which are obtained
before are taken into a candidate area. The updating of
gbest position is based on the selection probability Pc.
Before updating, the random number is generated. If the
random number is greater than Pc and the candidate area
is not empty, the gbest position is replaced by pbest
position with the highest growth rate β, selected from the
candidate area. If not, the gbest position is considered to
be the best fitness value of a particle in a present
population. The algorithm is terminated, when the limit
on the number of iterations is reached. The pseudo code
of MEQPSO algorithm[9] is given below:
Input:
Population size M;
Maximum number of iteration
MAX_ITER;Selection ProbabilityPc;
Contraction E xpansion Coefficient α;
Output: Global best solution gbest;
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For i = 1 : m
Update the ith particle;
If ( fitness value of the ith particle in the tth
iteration > that of the ith particle in the (t-1)th
iteration)
β(t) = β(t-1)+1;
End
Update the ith pbest;
If ( fitness of the ith pbest > that of the gbest)
Choose the ith pbest ot put into candidate
area;
End
End
Calculate β of every candidate, and record the
candidate with the maximal value of β (βmax);
If (rand > pc and candidate area is not empty)
Update gbest to become the candidate with β max;
Else
Update the gbest to become the particle having
highest fitness value;
End
End
Output : global best solution;
By using above algorithm, the process of matching and
grouping is carried out and then the genes in the data set
undergo an updation process if needed.
III.
AUTOMATIC CLUSTERING USING THE
PROPOSED SPECTRAL MEQPSO ALGORITHM
In this paper, the automatic clustering of gene dataset
using a Spectral MEQPSO algorithm, is done based on
the following activities:
Automatic selection of cluster number, Matching and
Grouping of the dataset, and finally updating of gene
dataset.
Initially, before the above mentioned activities to be
carried out, the input gene data set to undergo the
clustering process should be given. It contains all the
required description about the genes.
The input for clustering gene dataset is given artificially
or provided by experimental results. An example of input
for gene dataset[9] is shown below:
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TABLE 1
DESCRIPTION OF GENE DATASET

Data set

Number
of data
points

Data
dimensions

Number
of clusters

AD_15

110

10

5

GAL

223

80

9

Yeast cell

1663

77

8

Rat CNS

134

9

4

With the input of gene data set, the following operations
are performed.

they produce the clustered output of genes for a given
data set.
The proposed Spectral MEQPSO Algorithm is given
below:
Initialize the particles, pbest and gbest positions
Initialize growth rate to be 0
Create a set of data points
Measure of the similarity between points
Eigenvector and values are constructed in the matrix
Treating each row as point, start the iteration process
For every iteration
Calculate the mean best position
For every particle
Update the position value. Then calculate the
growth rate for each particle.
Present iteration of the particles is selected
TWCV of particle is calculated.
Then update gbest and pbest positions by
considering all the particles.
End
End
Output : optimal solution(gbest)
The output clusters of gene are stored in the database.
Thus, the clustering of gene is done automatically by
implementing the above proposed algorithm.

Fig 1. Proposed Architecture
A. Automatic Selection
The cluster number should be selected or generated
automatically, according to the number of genes in the
given dataset. For this purpose, Spectral algorithm is
used. After selecting the cluster number, genes in the
dataset undergo matching and grouping operations.
B. Matching and Grouping Process
These processes are performed to find the similarities
between genes in the given dataset, in order to produce
different clusters or groups of genes which have the same
properties. In this process, a random gene is generated
from the given dataset. By keeping this gene as reference,
the matching process is done, by comparing it with other
genes which are present in the dataset. Then, the genes
which have a same properties are grouped to form a
cluster. These matching and grouping processes are
implemented by MEQPSO Algorithm. After processing
these operations, the data set should be updated.
C. Updating Gene Dataset
After clustering all the genes from the given dataset, the
genes are stored in a separate database. If any new set of
genes is to be clustered, they iteratively undergo the
matching and grouping process for comparing with the
previous clusters of gene, until all the genes are grouped.
If all the genes are grouped based on their similarities,
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Fig 2. Flow Diagram of Proposed work
IV.
CONCLUSION
This paper presented the Spectral MEQPSO algorithm for
automatic clustering of the given gene data set. The
proposed algorithm is the fusion of Spectral Clustering
and MEQPSO Algorithm. Thus, the proposed algorithm
provides a better global convergence towards the optimal
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solution and it reduces the overall time taken to cluster the
genes in a dataset.
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